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UN/GREEN

of ‘green’ by providing a cross-disciplinary platform for discussions and artistic interventions exploring one of the most paradoxical and broadest topics of our times. The
festival features the UN/GREEN exhibition at the Latvian National Museum of Art, and
the 4th Open Fields conference that aims to ‘un-green’ greenness, eco-systemically
gences.’
Going against the grain of dominant colour symbolism, the UN/GREEN exhibition addresses ‘green’ as percept, medium, material biological agency, semantic construct,
and ideology. ‘Green’, symbolically associated with the ‘natural’ and often employed
to hyper-compensate for what humans have lost, is addressed here as the most anthropocentric of all colours, in its inherent ambiguity between alleged naturalness and
labeled the Anthropocene. Are we in control of ‘green’? Despite its broadly positive
connotations, ‘green’ incrementally serves the uncritical desire of fetishistic and techno-romantic naturalization in order to metaphorically hyper-compensate for material
systemic bio- and necro-politics, consisting of the increasing technical manipulation
and exploitation of living systems, ecologies, and the biosphere at large. On the one
hand, engineers brand ‘green’ chemistry or biotechnology as ecologically benign and
emissions and nitrogen deposition, resulting in ‘global greenness trends’ and climate change. Toxic algae
blooms have done much to discredit the shallow symbol and overused association of
‘green’ with ecological sustainability, while humans are green-washing greenhouse

prowess, when designing regulatory systems. Beyond anthropocentric positions and
related modeling of human-like capacities and consciousness, the innate technical
capacities of non-human agents play a crucial role within a larger bio-semiotic web
of trans-species relationships, resulting in eco-systemic intelligence that might be ad-
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Art at the threshold of the techno-sciences appears to be well suited to reveal the
contradictions and paradoxes, and to disentangle such allegedly linked notions as
‘aliveness’, ‘naturalness, and ‘greenness’. The media arts are especially well equipped
to critique and deconstruct the entanglement between symbolic green, ontological
greenness and performative greening. They stage the noxious ambivalence, perceptual shifts and multi-sensory alternatives to vision, trans-species encounters, technologized lawns, or the very ‘ungreen’ impact of digital technologies. The positions
presented in the UN/GREEN exhibition cover a large range of aesthetic and epistemological challenges: They investigate how we may technically measure, analyze and
logical, physiological and physical data in multi-modal ways, such as via sound or
pollination patterns. They question how the fear of radioactivity’s invisibility is giving
way to the nuclear industry’s discourse advertising atomic power as ‘clean and green.’
They live-perform the making of seductive but highly toxic green pigment, pointing to
the paradox that despite the availability of plant-based materials, pigments stable

-

-

chronic drought fuels the dubious business of lawn painters, employed to maintain the
image of undisrupted individual wealth, in rich California, artists stage the problematic
attention to our tendency to replace material real-world exposure to photosynthesizing organisms with medial consumption, such as via large LED screens transmitting images of green turf during football matches, while emphasizing that our internet
data consumption is increasingly responsible for global CO emissions. They transfuse
and self-experiment with chlorophyll in an attempt to literally ‘become plant’, or produce ice-cubes using solar power to cool down the Antarctic or Arctic seas, in times
where even ‘Greenland’ may become an advertising brand to attract farmers.

-

-

versus culture’ debates through the lens of a much-needed deep media analytical
approach.
Jens Hauser, Rasa Smite, Raitis Smits
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Agnes Mayer-Brandis (DE)

The point of departure of the two channel video
installations was a conversation with the forest
researcher Pasi Kolari. Being asked by the artist
if there is such a thing as beautiful data, the
scientist showed a statistical diagram that he
loved, representing the incoming and outgoing
greenness of a forest.
The left video channel shows the awakening and
the sleeping of the trees over a year by showing
calculated and reveals the average colour value in RGB of a landscape captured from ten of
thousands of webcam images, generated by
tailor-made software created by Christian Dietz.
ette of nature, of days and nights as well as the
year’s cycle.
The right channel shows the immediate reality of
data were generated from: webcam images taklogical events during a one year period.
The sound track echoes the blinking colour narMoser.

Agnese Meijere-Brandisa (DE)

she comes from a background of both sculpture and new media art. Her prize-winning work,
exhibited worldwide, explores the zone between

-

for a degree of reality within constructions. She is

-

Institute for Art and Subjective Science.
The work has been made in cooperation with:
Pasi Kolari and the SMEAR Station Hyytiälä Finland, University Helsinki and Climate Whirl.
Software: Christian Dietz
Sound: Michael Moser
Data: Pasi Kolari and Mikko Peltoniemi
With friendly support of: Stiftung Kunstfonds

-

-

-

un gada laikos.

Dati: Pasi Kolari un Miko Peltoniemi
Atbalsta: Stiftung Kunstfonds
-

Rebekah Blesing (US)

Toys In Times of Ecological Disaster is an
on-going project focusing on nuclear energy, remediation, the climate crisis, and material and community agency. The explosion
in White Sands New Mexico threw sand, earth
and plutonium into the air, raining liquid glass,
and leaving a radioactive glass lake at the
site. Survivors of Hiroshima describe shards
of glass and debris from the explosion deeply
embedded in their bodies, in some cases working its way to the surface over decades. Today,
waste is immobilized and sealed for deep earth
storage. This project presents artifacts of nuclear propaganda found in the family home,
the embodiment of nuclear history.

Rebeka Blesinga (ASV)

Rebekah Blesing is a visual artist and Assistant
Professor at Michigan State University. Her current research focuses on material nuclear history and investigates social and ecological issues
sented as part of the Dlectricity Light Festival,
Diego, and recently as part of Deep Media: New
State of Living Conference in Perm, Russia.
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Dendromacy

Umarmen
Karine Bonneval (FR)

Tropiques domestiques
Umarmen

The Dendromacy project, in intimacy with the
trees, is a work carried out in collaboration with
Claire Damesin, ecophysiologist in ecology,
systematics and evolution at the University of
Paris-Orsay. Together, they imagined a movie
where a human and a tree exchange their
breaths. A room of intimacy, built around a
tree trunk, allows an unprecedented meeting.
In a transparent geodetic structure the human
breath can be intimately mixed with the tree’s.
A new protocol has been developed to visualused for the detection of gas leaks in industry,
has been diverted here from its original application, in order to capture the lightness of the
Made in collaboration with Claire Damesin (ecophysiologist). Original soundtrack by Jean-Michel

outside, one becomes half tree, half human. Materials of the pieces: metal structure, crate wood,
inner tube, horticultural felt.
a minimalist solution to any urban human being
who wants to keep in touch with nature. Everyone can breathe, touch and see real living plants
without leaving home. An ironic view of our need
for normalized, domesticated nature.
How to regain empathy towards the non-human?
Karine Bonneval’s work focuses on the otherness
tions that link humans and plants. In her projects,
she is also interested in the way in which plant or
human forms constitute a repertoire of references of all times used by artists.

of plant ecology.
Umarmen means to kiss, to surround with one’s
connection with the tree next to home: the one
in the square, the one in the city. Seen from the

karinebonneval.com

Dendromacy

-

Tropiques domestiques

-

-
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karinebonneval.com
maigi apskaut. Redzamais objekts ir pielietojams
-

Adam W. Brown (US)

The performance Shadows from the Walls of
Death draws its inspiration from MSU Professor of
lic awareness about the dangers of arsenic-pigmented wallpaper. The human drive to recreate
greenness within urban settings led to a series of
paradoxes and contradictions. The very chemical
ness back into people’s lives helped to contribute
to the Anthropogenic destruction of the environment. Mass-produced toxic pigments were used
to reproduce decorative patterns attempting to
was eroding. We recreate Paris Green and the
deadly wallpaper in a chemically safe and controlled environment, re-establishing our material
connection to the color green.

Adams V. Brauns (ASV)

Adam Brown (US) is an internationally recognized artist, scholar and educator whose work
incorporates art and science hybrids including
living and biological systems. Brown has exhibited in international venues including the

-

-

-

been written about widely in publications such
as the New York Times, Wired, Nature, Sculpture
Magazine, Washington Post, Forbes, PNAS, and
Discover. Brown is currently an Associate Professor at Michigan State University, where he directs
the BRIDGE Artist in Residency.

-

adamwbrown.net

-

adamwbrown.net

Santa France (LV)

An illustration composed of living organisms
deceptively disguised between an array of other visually similar man-made objects. The animals and plants depicted are modeled solely
after watercolor illustrations found on a set of
old postcards portraying endangered species
of the former Soviet Union. After individually researching the contents of each postcard online,
the latest extinction status of some of the spethe subject being hidden within an oversaturation of similar, yet not completely accurate data.
The resulting composition was created by imagining a future where these species have gone
completely extinct and the only evidence of their
existence is buried under a mass of misleaddisguising these organisms were selected and
modelled by feeding the original illustrations
to a reverse image search engine as well as by
making personal associations.

Santa France (LV)

works in Riga. She is a Latvian digital artist
mainly focusing on exploring the potential of
lages, videos, animated .GIF images and digital
illustrations that deal with the themes of self-resantafrance.info

-

-

santafrance.info
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HeHe (FR/DE/UK)

HeHe (FR/DE/UK)

Porsche

Performance with a miniature Porsche Cayenne
impression of New York was the unstoppable trafPorsche Cayenne was the most sleek and emblematic of these. By changing the scale the eye
release smoke in yellow, pink, green, blue or purple which surprised passersby who can be heard
laughing and commenting on the performance.
The toy Porsche has everything the bigger ones
have, as well as more beautiful clouds of coloured emissions.

based in Le Havre, France. Using humour, romanticism and ingenuity, their work explores poetic
paradoxes and alternatives to the narrative of
ecology versus industry.
hehe.org

Porsche Cayenne

Cayenne

Porsche

-

HeHe

-

Porsche
hehe.org
-

-

Robert Hengeveld (CA)

A short tract of turf stretches out over a narrow
aluminum structure. Continually drifting over the
grass is the scanning motion of a wheeled light
assembly. This operation is occasionally interrupted by the abrupt entrance of a reel mower that cuts back any growth of the last twenty
minutes. The light again returns to its methodical
sweeping. A watering-boom periodically drops
down and enters onto the stage. Collectively,
these components are engaged in the elaborate

Roberts Hengevelds (CA)

Hengeveld is an artist whose work explores the
lives in Newfoundland where he teaches at Memorial University. His research has been presented across Canada and internationally. Past
exhibitions include Hallwalls Contemporary Arts

Hallwalls

Powerplant (Toronto, ON), Mercer Union (Toronto,
ON), Mulherin New York (NYC, US), and Opinion
Makers (London UK).

-

roberthengeveld.com

-

its failure as the turf beings to die back despite

Robert Hengeveld is represented by Katharine
Mulherin

-

workings and continuous endeavor to nurture the

Supported by Canada Council for the Arts and

reality of our culture’s interest in controlling and
shaping the natural environments around us, and
inforced perceptions of beauty and the societal
pressures to conform to these inset aesthetics.

Council

roberthengeveld.com

ArtsNL –

Uncertainty Drive is a sonic environment. At the
heart of its real-time composition lies a natural
source of constrained randomness that is presented via a computational process to render
results as a sound composition. The artwork illustrates the emission of ionised particles by means
domness within this construction is a delta time
interval between two consecutive impulses which
cannot be precisely predicted. The detected impulses serve as input data to a complex network
of signal functions that form an analog computer designed to render results as an audible representation of the emissions.
In contrast to the rigid design within most of
man-made systems, characterised by straight
lines, right angles and regular pulses of rhythms,
tered within the natural world. These phenomena are governed by an organisation that is not
linear and can exhibit chaotic qualities. As Ilya

interests in visuality, sound and science and explores the perception and nature of experience
in visible and audible domains. He creates experimental projects that synthesize art, science and
technology to explore diverse phenomena and
represent the experience through environments
assembled from the visual, acoustic and spatial
structures. His research interests address the organic combination of acoustic information and
spatial forms in the creation of sonic environments and sculptures, examining the joint morphology of acoustic, visual and spatial domains.
In his work, the borders between the perception
of the visible, the invisible and the audible disthe unproven, the unrecognized, thus broadening

-

-

-

-

-
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Johanson’s work has been presented interna-

are inherent to our world [..] In an unstable world,
absolute control and precise forecasting are not

biennial of Architecture, Ars Electronica Center
(Linz), BOZAR (Brussels), Ruhrtriennale (de), TodaysArt Festival (The Hague), STEIM (Amsterdam), Sound Forest (Riga), Unsound Festival

never calculate the exact result. Precisely these
properties make the observation of physical systems valuable for art and design practice. By

WRO Media art biennale (Wroclaw), LISTE art fair
(Basel), the Latvian National Opera and elsewhere.

-

a constant state is as unlikely as is a large jump
in value. Although there is constant change, it
cannot be predicted precisely and it is also not
completely random. At the same time, we can
perceive that the physical and organic systems

johansons.info

-

Supported by Erica Synths
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-

-

-
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johansons.info

Iodine Dynamics (NL/FR/US/UK)

Iodine Dynamics (NL/FR/US/UK)

game story is based on two years of research
which sought to identify strategies used to delay
industry regulation and manipulate public opin-

Iodine Dynamics has an extraordinary creative
team of programmers, designers, writers and
crypto-furbies who seamlessly combine adneering and boots-in-the-mud practicality. We
pride ourselves in building games that both break
and work in the real world. Iodine Dynamics is
represented by Arnaud Guillon, Chun Lee, Dustin

ways to show the strategies used by the oil and
tobacco industries and others to spread false in-

iodinedynamics.com

adventure video game about environmental issues, the manipulation of public opinion, and
whistleblowing. It is distributed on recycled video

-

-

-

in order to delay new regulations to protect the
public and the environment. These same strategies are still used today by industries and govaction on the threat of global warming.

Iodine Dynamics

-

draudiem.

iodinedynamics.com

Eva Marija Lopesa (DE/FR)

Eva-Maria Lopez (DE/FR)

During important football matches there is a
special atmosphere in the streets. Towns usually turn into ghost towns. I have always liked
such evenings, enjoying the somehow deserted
atmosphere. During football matches I walked
through the streets in the evening and saw the
colour green. The LED screens indicate if people
in their houses are watching football matches
their living room with its colour. During European Championships or World Cups, I have been
wandering in the streets prospecting for green
windows.
WOHNZIMMERGRÜN is also an exploration of the
connected by the green colour. The intention was
contrast between the colour of hope on the quiet
facades and possible abysses behind the WOHNZIMMERGRÜN.
look at the back of the agrochemical business.
It consists of several ornaments with decorative
motifs similar to those folk art and mandalas.
The ornaments look quite harmless and decoof logos from companies that produce or sell
glyphosate or GM plants. The logos of the global

for growth and a better world. Glyphosate is a recurring symbol of the agricultural business and of
the fragile ecological situation today. For me as
-

-

way of considering the issue into a strong visual
message. The title takes up this contradiction: The
garden as a symbol of nature and recreation and
green, the colour of ecology. The promise of herEva-Maria Lopez is a multidisciplinary artist
based in Karlsruhe, Germany and Paris, France.
After receiving a master’s degree in Agriculture,
she studied Art at the Academy of Fine Art in
Karlsruhe, Germany. Due to this background, issues relating to nature, society and the environment have an important impact on her artwork.
In addition to photography as the main medium,
she has been transforming her projects as Land
conveying these issues visually. Merging realities
or history together into one picture or graphic
and reframing themes are the central aims of
her projects. Research is also an integral part of
her work. By the interplay of keywords, titles and
slogans, Lopez’s attempt is to arouse questioning in the audience.
eva-lopez.de

WOHNZIMMERGRÜN
-

-

eva-lopez.de

Francisco López (ES)

Francisko Lopess (ES)

Rainforests are natural acousmatic environments: whereas they typically manifest an astonishing sonic variety and complexity, the
sources of all those sounds are overwhelmingly
invisible. Hyper-Rainforest is an immersive sound
work, presented in an installation form, that has
been created from original environmental recordings carried out by the artist, along with an
extensive and intensive experience of profound

Francisco López is internationally recognized as

rainforests all over the world.
None of the sounds that can be heard in this

franciscolopez.net

have been processed or transformed. In stark
contrast with most traditional approaches of
does not aim at reproducing or simulating any
stead, with a forceful compositional character,
this work develops an elaborated and subtle
form of hyperreality that strives to generate a
from those original recordings, with no transformation and with no added sounds, instrumental
or otherwise.

and experimental music. His experience in the
mental recordings covers a period of forty years,
during which he has developed an impressive
sound universe that is completely personal and
iconoclastic, and based on profound listening to
the world.

-

-

franciscolopez.net

AnneMarie Maes (BE)

The Intelligent Guerrilla Beehive (sculpture)
Sensorial Skin (R&D experiments)

BEE AGENCY is a dynamic project of interrelated
organic and bio-technological processes and
experiments. Created with honeybees, micro-organisms and bacteria it is a system developing
in harmony with its environment. The departure
point is the endangerment of honeybee colonies.
These ‘intelligent super-organisms’ are environmental bio indicators.
The Intelligent Guerrilla Beehive supports the
bees by implementing research results from material science. It is a bio-art project developed
in collaboration with biologists and engineers,
manufactured from microbial skin and bactedenses one year of audio-visual observation
which was made with an infrared camera and
contact microphones in a beehive. The images
show us that the bees’ coexistence is based on
‘decision-making, networking, collaboration and
collective intelligence’. The video Alchimia Nova,
ent elements of the Sensorial Skin-research.

-

AnneMarie Maes is an artist who has been studying the close interactions and co-evolutions
within urban ecosystems. Her research practice
combines art and science, with a keen interest in
DIY technologies and biotechnology. She works
with a range of biological, digital and traditional
media, including live organisms. On the rooftop
of her studio in Brussels she has created a(n)
(open-air) lab and experimental garden where
she runs her experiments with honeybees and
bacteria.
https://annemariemaes.net

-

-

-

DIY
-

-

-

that displays the amount of CO emitted each
second thanks to global visits to Google.com.
through the Internet? I often ask this question
of my friends and colleagues, and I rarely get
a reply. Indeed, almost nobody recalls that the
Internet is made up of interconnected physical
infrastructure which consume natural resources. How can such an evident fact become so
blurred in the social imagination? This project
was created from an urge to highlight the massive environmental impact of digital communications technologies. Forty percent of the Internet’s total carbon footprint may be attributed
of global
emissions, more than that of the aviation industry and the amount of data produced ever since
has increased at a whooping pace. On average,
. It
equivalent of 7,07 kg of CO .
Due to the complex set of actors involved in the
impossible to determine the exact amount of its
CO emissions, so the data I present here is apagent which seeks to reveal the link between our
actions and their material impact on the physical
world, and aims at creating a mechanism that
may trigger thoughts and actions that stimulate
and re-appropriate subjectivity. I believe that
this is an essential process in the generation of
critical thought about the true nature of technology, and in the imagination of alternative techno-paradigms which may coherently respond to
our environmental and human conditions.

DEFOOOOOOOOOOOOREST shows the amount
of trees needed to absorb the amount of CO
generated by the global visits to google.com
every second. Google is the most visited site on

Google.com

janavirgin.com
dency artist with support of the Creative Europe
Culture Programme of the European Union.

Google

-

trees/second. This project has been created with
the aim to highlight the massive environmental
impact of ICT. In our contemporary algorithmic
decision-making society, ecosystems are being
increasingly considered as mere economic externalities, thus it is urgent to generate critical
thought about the true nature of technology in
order to imagine alternative techno-paradigms
which may coherently respond to our environmental and human conditions.

universities, festivals and publications around the
world. She is the co-founder of the Critical Interface Politics Research Group at HANGAR and is
currently a visiting lecturer at Universität Potsdam.

Google.com

-

ing into an estimated amount of 500kg of CO
emissions every second. On average a tree can
per year. Thus, in order to
counteract the amount of CO emissions derived
by the global visits to google.com, every second,

Joana Moll is a Barcelona/Berlin based artist and
researcher. Her work critically explores the way
tion of machines, humans and ecosystems. Her
main research topics include Internet materiality,

-

Google.com

-

-

-

CO

-

-

-

janavirgin.com
Impakt
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Quimera Rosa (ES/AR/FR)

Quimera Rosa (ES/AR/FR)

(video, prints, lights, material remains from biomedical research and performance)

This installation puts into dialogue two central
routes of the Trans*Plant project, which aims to
experiment with a process that engages a body
one is biomedical research in order to replicate
PhotoDynamic Therapy. PDT is based on an intravenous photosensitive molecule used to destroy malignant cells. The second route of that
molecular journey of self-experimentation, was a
invisible performance, where light is no longer a
visual representation but destructive energy for
non-photosynthetic beings.
Photosensitive molecule -ALA under a wavelength of 460 nm.
> [green for human eyes] Kapelica Gallery, Ljubl-

Quimera Rosa ir nomadiska laboratorija, kas
-

Quimera Rosa is a nomadic lab created in Baron body, technoscience and identities. Aware of
transfeminist and post-identitary discourses, they
tities able to blur the frontiers of the binomials of
modern Western thought. Most of their work is
done in a collaborative way, always free of proprietary codes.
quimerarosa.net/transplant
Quimera Rosa is Ars Electronica EMAP/EMARE
tive Europe Culture Programme of the European
Union.

Quimera Rosa
-

-

quimerarosa.net/transplant
Quimera Rosa ir Ars Electronica EMAP/EMARE
-

the sea? Have you watched it until the upper rim
of its disc, skimming the surface of the water, is
did you notice the phenomenon that occurs at
the very instant the heavenly body sends forth its
last ray, which, if the sky be cloudless, is of unparalleled beauty? No, perhaps not. Well, the
observation, and it happens but rarely, it will not
be, as one might think, a crimson ray that falls
upon the retina. It will be green, a most wonderful green, a green that no artist could ever obtain
on his palette, a green the likes of which neither
the varied tints of vegetation nor the shades of

Jan-Peter E.R. Sonntag is an artist, composer &

-

theory, composition, philosophy and cognitive
science. His mostly spatial works are shown and

-

-

editors of Friedrich Kittler’s Gesammelte Schrifrospective Rauschen at the Württembergischer
Rundfunk Aewas commissioned by the

-

ir viens no Friedrich Kittler’s Gesammelte Schriften
Württembergischer
Kunstverein

-

Taavi Suisalu (EE)

Intercontinental communication is carried by
threads of light as thin as a tenth of a human hair
while being as essential to technological societies as the sun is for the plants. We are hangthrough the oceans and light up our faces via
bright screens.
Waiting for the light introduces baits into these
ent parts of the globe. The Wardian cases function as miniature closed ecosystems and also
as islands in this vast network between things.
Any object connected to it becomes a target for
are mostly unknown. Each plant then becomes
an object of interest to these robots whose communicative acts, streams of light, once passed
environment as bursts of growth light, giving
them an agenda they are unaware of.

Taavi Suisalu works in the contexts of technology, sound and performance, mixing traditional
and contemporary sensibilities and activating
peripheral spaces for imaginative encounters.
His practice is informed by the phenomena of
contemporary society and its relations to and use
of technologies. He applies subjective research
methods to study socio-cultural phenomena, being interested in the behaviour, perception and
thinking of social beings.

-

-

-

taavisuisalu.ee
The work was realised within the framework of the
European Media Art Platforms EMARE program
at WRO with support of the Creative Europe Culture Programme of the European Union. Supported by Cultural Endowment of Estonia and Outset
Estonia.

-

uzdevumu.

taavisuisalu.ee

set Estonia.

Out-

Anniu is a ship that produces ice cubes approxThe ice cubes produced are dropped into water.
The surface of the ship is covered with solar cells
which power it. For creating more energy there
by the surrounding winds but as well by a cooling
system used to freeze the water. The ship will drift
around Antarctica where it will drop ice cubes
into the water to slow down ice sheet melting and
the rise of global water levels.
into water for drinking or cooking.

40

tained a masters degree in New Media Art from
ma II at the Academy of Media Arts in Cologne
Exhibition Hall Arsenals of the Latvian Nation-

Dutch Design Week.
vitols.xyz

vitols.xyz

Florent Di Bartolo (FR)

real-time graphics and ambient music made
with modular synthesisers. It uses data about solar activities to generate sound waves and animate particle systems.
the solar magnetic activity cycle: a nearly periodpearance. They include changes in the levels of
solar radiation and changes in the number and
for centuries by changes in the sun’s appearance
and by changes seen on Earth’s surface, such as
auroras.
The performance does not give access to a detailed picture of the solar cycle. It sheds light on
manifestations can have on our communication
systems.

Florent Di Bartolo is an artist and researcher
based in Paris. His work includes audiovisual performances, installations and interactive data visualisations. His artistic practice revolves around
the notion of data poetics in the context of ubiquitous computing and explore alternative ways of
representing and accessing data using sensors
and custom written software.

-

http://www.webodrome.fr

-

The work was realised within the framework of the
European Media Art Platforms EMARE program
at RIXC with support of the Creative Europe Culture Programme of the European Union.

-

-

-

http://www.webodrome.fr
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The Anthropocene debate aims
to date the moment when human
species, or part of it, started to
become a significant driving force
of major and irreversible terrestrial environment transformation.
Hardly able to figure out an
earthly human project unity leads
to extend reflexion on this transformation real agents. This investigation states the probability than
this major transformation may be
the fruit of a xeno power, alien
capitalism, denying present and
past Earth humankinds ontologies.
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Edelman’s work is quite clearly a polemic, gleefully
spooking the straights and denouncing the ‘fascism
of the baby’s face’ (2004: p. 75). As such it is perversely seductive – not to mention seductive in its
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Is There Any
World to Come?
by Déborah Danowski & Eduardo Viveiros
de Castro anthropologist
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Nina Power is amongst those who have sketched out
objections to this account of reproductive futurity.
She points out some of the ways in which Edelman’s seemingly radical position plays into existing
structures of neoliberalism, remarking that ‘capitalism depends upon the reproduction of sameness in
the guise of difference, the idea that there is no
alternative, and [that] no future (in the sense of
new ways of living) is possible’ (2009: p. 2). She
also comments that Edelman’s conflation of politicswith-the-future-with-the-child does not hold in every situation: ‘the question of a “queer” (that is,
non-futural) resistance to communal relations has in
fact been an issue for various twentieth century political movements. There have been various kinds
of ‘queer’ resistance to the organising principle
of heteronormativity, which have at the same time
been explicitly political projects’ (2009: p. 8). Pow-
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he problem of the end of the world is always
formulated as a separation or divergence, a
divorce or orphaning resulting from the disappearance of one pole in the duality of world and
inhabitant—the beings whose world it is. In our
metaphysical tradition, this being tends to be the
“human,” whether called Homo sapiens or Dasein.
The disappearance may be due to either physical
extinction or one pole’s absorption by the other,
which leads to a change in the persisting one. We
could schematically present this as an opposition
between a “world without us,” that is, a world after
the end of the human species, and an “us without
world,” a humanity bereft of world or environment,
a persistence of some form of humanity or subjectivity after the end of the world.
But to think the future disjunction of world and inhabitant inevitably evokes the origin of its present,
precarious conjunction. The end of the world projects backward a beginning of the world; the future
fate of humankind transports us to its emergence.
The existence of a world before us, although regarded as a philosophical challenge by some (if
Meillassoux’s subtle argument is to be believed
(1), seems easy enough for the average person to
imagine. The possibility of an us before the world,
on the other hand, is less familiar to the West’s
mythological repertoire.
Yet it is a hypothesis explored in several Amerindian cosmogonies. It finds itself conveniently summarized in the commentary that opens a myth of
the Yawanawa, a people of Pano-speakers from
the western Amazon: “The myth’s action takes place
in a time in which ‘nothing yet was, but people
already existed.’” (2) The variation of the Aikewara, a Tupian-speaking people who live at the
other end of the Amazon, adds a curious exception:
“When the sky was still very close to the Earth,
there was nothing in the world except people—and
tortoises!”
At first, then, everything was originally human, or
rather, nothing was not human (except for tortoises,
of course, according to the Aikewara). A considerable number of Amerindian myths—as well as
some from other ethnographic regions—imagine
the existence of a primordial humankind, whether
fabricated by a demiurge or simply presupposed
as the only substance or matter out of which the
world could have come to be formed.
These are narratives about a time before the beginning of time, an era or eon that we could call
“pre-cosmological.” (4) These primordial people
were not fully human in the sense that we are, since,
despite having the same mental faculties as us, they
possessed great anatomic plasticity and a certain
penchant for immoral conduct (incest, cannibalism).
After a series of exploits, some groups of this primordial humankind progressively morphed—either
spontaneously or due to the action of a demiurge—
into the biological species, geographical features,
meteorological phenomena, and celestial bodies
that comprise the present cosmos. The part that did
not change is the historical, or contemporary, humankind. (5)
One of the best illustrations of this general type
of cosmology is described in great detail in the
autobiography of Yanomami shaman and political
leader Davi Kopenawa. (6) We could also recall
ideas from the Ashaninka (Campa), an Arawak
people both geographically and culturally distant
from the Yanomami:
Campa mythology is largely the story of how, one
by one, the primal Campa became irreversibly
transformed into the first representatives of various
species of animals and plants, as well as astro47
nomical bodies or features of the terrain … The
development of the universe, then, has been primarily a process of diversification, with mankind

Dogon drawing (after Marcel Griaule
& Ogotommeli, Le renard pâle, 1951).
Drawing of the Sirus system sketched
on the sand by Ogotommeli with:
(A) Sirus,
(B) Sirus B (with two positions),
(C) Sirus C,
(D) Nommo,
(E) Yourougou,
(F) the star of women,
(G) the sign of women,
(H) the sex of women.

as the primal substance out of which many if not
all of the categories of beings and things in the
universe arose, the Campa of today being the descendants of those ancestral Campa who escaped
being transformed. (7)
We could also mention the cosmogony of the Luiseño from California, evoked in The Jealous Potter
by Claude Lévi-Strauss, in which the cultural hero
Wyiot differentiates the originary human community
into the various species of currently existing beings.
(8) The theme is also found in some non-Amerindian
cultures: for example, the Kaluli from Papua New
Guinea recount that “at that [pre-cosmological]
time, according to the prevailing story, there were
no trees or animals or streams or sago or food. The
Earth was covered entirely by people.” (9) A man
of authority (a big man) then decided to transform
the different groups of people into different species and other natural phenomena: “those who were
left aside became the ancestors of human beings.”
We can see how, in Amerindian thought (and some
others), humankind or personhood is both the seed
and the primordial ground, or background, of the
world. (10) Homo sapiens is not the character who
comes to crown the Great Chain of Being by adding a new ontological layer (spiritual or “cognitive,”
in modern parlance) on top of a previously existing
organic layer that would, in turn, have emerged
out of a substrate of “dead” matter. In the West’s
mythophilosophical tradition, we tend to conceive
animality and nature in general as referring essentially to the past. Animals are living arche-fossils, not only because beasts roamed the Earth long
before we did (and because these archaic beasts
were like magnified versions of present animals),
but because the human species has its origin in species that are closer to pure animality the more we
recede in time. (11)
By virtue of a felicitous innovation—bipedalism,
neoteny, cooperation—the Great Watchmaker,
whether blindly or omnisciently, conferred upon us
a capacity that made us into more-than-organic beings (in the sense of Alfred Kroeber’s “superorganic”), endowed with that spiritual supplement that is
“proper to man”: the species’ precious private property. Human exceptionalism, in short: language, labor, law, desire; time, world, death. Culture. History. Future. Humans belong to the future like animals
belong to the past—our past, since animals themselves are, as far as we are concerned, trapped inside an exiguous world within an immobile present.
Yet that is not, as we can see, how things go as far
as these other humans who are the Amerindians and
other non-modern humankinds are concerned. One
of the things that make them other consists precisely
in the fact that their concepts of the human are oth-

er to our own. The world as we know it, or rather
the world as the indigenous knew it, is the present
world that exists (or existed) in the interval between
the time of origins and the end of times—the intercalary time that we could call the “ethnographic present” or the present of ethnos, as opposed
to the “historical present” of the nation-state. Our
present world that exists is conceived in some Amerindian cosmologies as the epoch that began when
pre-cosmological beings suspended their ceaseless
becoming-other (erratic metamorphoses, anatomic
plasticity, “unorganized” corporeality) in favor of
greater ontological univocality. (12)
Putting an end to the “time of transformations”—a
common expression among Amazonian cultures—
those unstable anthropomorphs who lived at the
origins took on the forms and bodily dispositions
of those animals, plants, rivers, and mountains that
they would eventually come to be. This was, in
fact, already prefigured in the names they bore
in the absolute past; thus, for example, the Peccary Yanomami—the tribe of originary people who
had the name “Peccary” [queixada]—became the
term “peccary,” that is, the wild pigs that we hunt
and eat today (Yanomani means “people” in their
language). The whole world (though again, perhaps not the tortoise or some other oddity) is virtually included in this originary proto-humankind;
the pre-cosmological situation might thus be indifferently described as a still worldless humankind
or as a world in human form, an anthropomorphic
multiverse that gives way to a world conceived as
the result of the (never quite finished) stabilization
of the infinite potential for transformation contained
in humankind as universal substance, or rather universal “actance,” both originary and persistent. (13)
We thus see a multiple inversion of the cannibalistic or zombie-apocalypse scenarios that figure in
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road and similar narratives: in indigenous mythology, human food consists
of humans who morphed into animals and plants;
humankind is the active principle at the origin of
the proliferation of living forms in a rich, plural
world. But the indigenous scheme is also an inversion of the Garden of Eden myth: in the Amerindian
case, humans are the first to come, and the rest
of creation proceeds from them. It is as if what
comes from Adam’s rib is much more than his female complement—rather it is the whole world, the
entire infinite rest of it. And names, in their infinite
variety, existed, as we have seen, before-alongside
things (the Pecari Yanonami, the Jaguar People, the
Canoe People … ); things did not wait for a human arche-namegiver to tell them what they were.
Everything was first human, but everything was not
one. Humankind was a polynomial multitude; it appeared from the start in the form of an internal
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The title of this piece is ‘(Re) producing Futures
Without Reproductive Futurity’. It takes as its starting point the work of the queer theorist Lee Edelman who, in his 2004 book No Future: Queer Theory
and the Death Drive, famously takes issue with ‘the
future’ as a heteronormative construct. I’m going
to be using Edelman’s work to point to the limits
46
of some of the discourses that most commonly circulate around climate change activism – namely,

When we think the future, which is largely the terrain of politics, he feels that we inevitably perpetuate a culture laudatory of the child, and therefore
supportive of ideologies of the family that are both
hetero- and homonormative. Whilst heterosexual
sex or the monogamous, dyadic relationship form
are socially sanctioned via the ‘alibi’ of biological
and social reproduction, the queer comes to represent the ‘violent undoing of meaning, the loss of
identity and coherence, the unnatural access to jouissance’ (Edelman, 2004: p. 132). It is the irredeemable, unrecoverable other. The only proportionate
response to this state of affairs is, for Edelman,
refusal – the refusal of politics, the refusal of the
future, the refusal of the Child. Those beyond the
sanctified confines of heteronormativity are, according to his analysis, to embrace the death drive and
to become what reproductive futurism has already
decided that they are – just a bunch of selfish
queers.

perversity – and compellingly, charmingly, spiteful.
It also alerts those of us with an interest in ecoqueer perspectives to some of the risks inherent
in framing the future. Think of the imagery used
to promote the People’s Climate March in London,
New York, Paris and elsewhere. On posters spread
across urban transit networks, we encounter an
ethereal nymph-child, clutching a toy windmill whilst
staring wide-eyed into the future. In positioning
what we do as agitating on behalf of generations
to come, we may unwittingly participate in the cult
of the Child that is so central in determining which
lives are prioritized and whose needs are seen to
matter. However, the limitations of the argument for
refusal and withdrawal sketched out in No Future
are quite clear. What does it mean to cede the
entire territory of politics to ‘family values’? What
are the implications of celebrating ‘the act of resisting enslavement to the future in the name of
having a life’ (Edelman, 2004: p. 30)? Living for the
now and saying ‘fuck the future’ hardly seems like
an apt response to impending ecological disaster –
and indeed, the fact that Edelman’s analysis largely
proceeds via queer readings of classic Hollywood
cinema suggests that such crises are not really within
his purview. He’s not actually considering the brute
reality of the contemporary Anthropocene here, so
perhaps it is unfair to frame his argument in these
terms; and yet, the undesirable implications of No
Future remain.
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he subject of xenofeminism is neither woman
nor human, if these terms are understood as
suggesting discrete entities snipped from the wider fabric of technomaterial existence. Instead, xenofeminism is interested in the assemblages within
which social agents are embedded. This is evident
throughout our recent manifesto, “Xenofeminism: A
Politics for Alienation” – a text that seeks to be
very much alive to the entanglement and co-constitution of silicon-based and carbon-based actors. It
makes frequent reference to current technoscientific
conditions, from online solidarity networks, to the
hyperstitional phenomenon of the stock market, to
suggestive but embryonic advances in open source
medicine. In so doing, the manifesto points to some
of the many ways in which technological alteration
might generate forms of radical alterity. ‘Nature’,
meanwhile, emerges as a recurrent force in the text
– not as a naturalizing or essentializing underpinning for gender and eco politics, but as an always
already technologized space of contestation that
fundamentally shapes lived experiences. ‘Nature’
(not least as it is manifested in gendered embodiment) is viewed as a space of experimentation –
not a fact to be accepted but a terrain of negotiation to be actively contested for. This is captured in
the manifesto’s ultimate call to action: ‘In the name
of feminism, ‘Nature’ shall no longer be a refuge
of injustice […] If nature is unjust, change nature!’
(Laboria Cuboniks, 2015: n.p.). I am starting with
this outline both in order to emphasize the position
from which I am articulating my ideas, and because
a lot of what I want to discuss here takes this position as an implicit reference point.
Xenofeminism, as a political and theoretical project, is distinctly future-oriented, tracing emerging
developments in technology and the post-human
in order to imagine a world beyond current understandings of gender, race, and class. However,
aside from our (relatively brief) reflections upon
globalized technocultures, our work has yet to really engage with the Anthropocene. To put it another
way, we have been theorising the future (not to
mention various senses of ‘Nature’) without reflecting on the conditions for biological existence upon
which any future-oriented project would obviously
depend. With this paper, I want to start to rectify
this framing our queer, technomaterialist transfeminism in terms of ecology and debates about human
population. The points I’m making here are intended to be provocative rather than prescriptive, and
they are certainly looser and more gestural than
I would like. However, the ideas contained here
mark an early gesture in a commitment to a longer-term project – one that I hope will be viewed
as an invitation to discuss, engage, and construct a
better xenofeminism.
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by helen Hester (Laboria Cuboniks) philosopher

that the focus of said activism should be preserving
things for future generations, and that it should be
framed primarily as an effort to protect ‘our’ children’s rightful inheritance. For Edelman, the contemporary world is characterised by a reproductive
futurism in which the ‘Child remains the perpetual
horizon of every acknowledged politics, the fantasmatic beneficiary of every political intervention’
(2004: p. 3). As he puts it, we encounter ‘the disciplinary image of the Child […] on every side as the
lives, the speech, and the freedoms of adults face
constant threat of legal curtailment out of deference to imaginary Children whose futures, as if they
were permitted to have them except as they consist in the prospect of passing them on to Children
of their own, are construed as endangered by the
social disease as which queer sexualities register’
(Edelman, 2004: p. 19). The needs of adults – particularly non-reproductive adults – are constantly
subordinated to those of children, as bearers of the
idea of the future. Edelman’s primary examples of
this phenomenon are rampant cultural homophobia
and so-called ‘pro-life’ activism.
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